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Cooperative robotic networks
Groups of robotic agents with computation, sensing, communication,
and control capabilities

Multiple robots provide
robustness, dependability, expendability
adaptive behavior
on-the-fly decision-making
,

Sample applications of robotic networks
high-stress, rapid deployment — e.g., disaster recovery networks
distributed environmental monitoring — e.g., portable chemical
and biological sensor arrays detecting toxic pollutants
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ur focus is on the Pacific Ocean, largely because of
its potential importance to the North American climate.
We have recently shown that more than 75% of the
black carbon over the west coast of North America was
the result of transport across the Pacific from East Asia
and other regions ((ADLEY ET AL 2006) during springtime
and possibly other seasons as well. We have also
shown the dust-soot mixture has a large impact on TOA
and surface radiative forcing and atmospheric solar
heating rates. However, we do not know the magnitude
of the impact on clouds through the indirect effect, a
potentially important mechanism for regulating cloud
forcing. 4HE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF THESE SOOT DUST MODIlED
FORCING TERMS ON THE REGIONAL CIRCULATION AND CLIMATE is one
major motivating factor for this proposed study.

here have been very few campaigns to examine how
particles transported across the Pacific Ocean influence
clouds and radiative forcing in the region. In April 2004, the
Cloud Indirect Effects Experiment (CIFEX) (2AMANATHAN
2003; HTTPBORNETTOUCSDEDUCIFEX+ING!IR?REQUEST?3)/5#3$
PDF) followed the Intercontinental Transport and Chemical
Transformation (ITCT) campaign, undertook a pilot
examination with airborne aerosol and cloud instruments
onboard the University of Wyoming’s +ING!IR aircraft. The
collected data provided unique insights into the role of longrange transport of aerosols across the Pacific Ocean (2OBERTS
ET AL 2006; (ADLEY ET AL 2006; 7ILCOX ET AL 2006). First,
(ADLEY ET AL 2006 demonstrated that aerosols from longrange transport were the dominant source of black carbon
and other fine particles above 2 km over the west coast of
North America during spring time (Figure 6). Second, the
size distribution of these particles had markedly different
characteristics when compared with marine sources or North
American sources (Figure 7). Lastly, the particles provided
efficient source of CCN (2OBERTS ET AL 2006) and nucleated
cloud drops that in turn reduced the drop radii (Figure 8) and
enhanced the cloudy sky albedo (7ILCOX ET AL 2006).

science imaging — e.g., multispacecraft distributed interferometers
flying in formation to enable imaging at microarcsecond resolution
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Figure 6: CFORS fraction of Asian BC to total BC as a function
of altitude at 130°W ((ADLEY ET AL., 2006).
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Theoretical challenges for sensor network technologies

Design cooperative networks to perform useful engineering tasks
Feedback
Information flow
Complexity
Reliability/performance

rather than open-loop computation
for known/static setup
who knows what, when, why, how,
dynamically changing
dynamic scenarios,
collection of heterogeneous devices
robust, efficient, predictable behavior

How to coordinate individual agents into coherent whole?
Objective:

systematic methodologies to design and analyze
cooperative strategies to control multi-agent systems

,

A formal model for robotic networks
Cooperative robotic networks sit at the intersection of multiple fields
computation, communication, sensing, and control
Blend of tools and techniques from different disciplines required in
modeling, design, and analysis of coordination algorithms
Today: formal model, general language for robotic networks
What is coordination task, coordination algorithm? Guarantees?
Parallel/distributed algorithms: information across network,
network throughout space
Understanding trade-offs among computation, communication,
and control
How to compare different coordination algorithms? Complexity?
What is best algorithm to achieve a task? Does it depend on
network size?
,

Centralized vs hierarchical vs distributed

Centralized: a central authority collects information from all the
nodes, performs computations/decisions, and issues detailed commands
E.g., in data fusion scenario, all data sent to central node
Hierarchical: Several layers exist, at each layer nodes control
sub-networks in a centralized manner
E.g., in data fusion scenario, data is aggregated as it gets
transmitted towards a collecting center
Distributed: no central authority, most agents are anonymous and
equally important. Only local interactions and local information
shared by agents
E.g., in data fusion scenario, data aggregated throughout
network

,
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Leader election on a ring of processors

Problem (Leader election)
Assume all processors have a state
variable, say leader, initially set to
unknown

Network size is unknown to agents

A leader is elected when one and only one
processor has the state variable set to
true and all others have it set to false
Objective: elect a leader

,

The Le Lann-Chang-Roberts (LCR) algorithm
To solve the leader election problem, each agent
sets max UID received so far to its own UID
initially transmits its UID to neighbors
at each communication round: listens to messages from other
agents, and compares the received UIDs with its UID
1

2
3

if max UID received is
non-leader, resets max
communication round
if max UID received is
if max UID is equal to

larger than own UID, declares itself a
UID, and transmits it in the next
smaller than own UID, does nothing
own UID, declares itself a leader

,

The LCR algorithm – cont

The LCR algorithm solves the leader election problem on a ring
digraph
only agent with largest UID declares itself a leader
all other agents declare themselves as non-leaders
Ways to improve the algorithm?
so that remaining agents know identity of leader at the end?
so that leader election problem is solved differently/faster?
so that fewer messages are transmitted?
If somebody comes up with a different algorithm, how can we tell
which algorithm is better?

,

Synchronous networks

Distributed algorithms and parallel computing study algorithms
that can be implemented in static
networks of parallel processors

Synchronous network is group of processors with ability to
exchange messages and perform local computations. Mathematically, a
digraph (I, E),
1
2

I = {1, . . . , n} is the set of unique identifiers (UIDs), and
E is a set of directed edges over the vertices {1, . . . , n}, called the
communication links

,
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Distributed algorithms

Distributed algorithm DA for a network S consists of the sets
1

L, a set containing the null element, called the communication
alphabet; elements of L are called messages;

2

W [i] , i ∈ I, called the processor state sets;

3

W0 ⊆ W [i] , i ∈ I, sets of allowable initial values;

[i]

and of the maps
[i]
[i]
1 msg : W
× I → L, i ∈ I, called message-generation functions;
2

stf[i] : W [i] × Ln → W [i] , i ∈ I, called state-transition functions.

If W [i] = W , msg[i] = msg, and stf[i] = stf for all i ∈ I, then DA is said
[i]
to be uniform and is described by a tuple (L, W, {W0 }i∈I , msg, stf)
,

The LCR algorithm – formally

Network: Ring network
Alphabet: L = I ∪ {null}
Processor State: w = (u, max-uid, leader, transmit), where
u
max-uid
leader
transmit

∈ I,
∈ I,
∈ {true, unknown},
∈ {true, false},

initially:
initially:
initially:
initially:

u[i] = i for all i
max-uid[i] = i for all i
leader[i] = unknown for all i
transmit[i] = true for all i

function msg(w, i)
1: if transmit = true then
2:
return max-uid
3: else
4:
return null

,

The LCR algorithm – formally

function stf(w, y)
1: if (y contains only null messages) OR (largest identifier in y < u)
then
2:
new-uid := max-uid
3:
new-leader := leader
4:
new-transmit := false
5: if (largest identifier in y = u) then
6:
new-uid := max-uid
7:
new-leader := true
8:
new-transmit := false
9: if (largest identifier in y > u) then
10:
new-uid := largest identifier in y
11:
new-leader := false
12:
new-transmit := true
13: return (u, new-uid, new-leader, new-transmit)

,

Network evolution

Execution:

discrete-time communication
and computation

Update
processor
state

Transmit
and receive

[i]

[i]

Formally, evolution of (S, DA) from initial conditions w0 ∈ W0 ,
i ∈ I, is the collection of trajectories w[i] : T → W [i] , i ∈ I, satisfying
w[i] (`) = stf[i] (w[i] (` − 1), y [i] (`))
[i]

where w[i] (−1) = w0 , i ∈ I, and where the trajectory y [i] : T → Ln
(describing the messages received by processor i) has components
[i]
yj (`), for j ∈ I, given by
[i]
yj (`)

(
msg[j] (w[j] (` − 1), i),
=
null,

if (j, i) ∈ E,
otherwise.

,
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Characterizing performance: complexity notions
How good is a distributed algorithm? How costly to execute?
Complexity notions characterize performance of distributed algorithms
Algorithm completion: an algorithm terminates when only null
messages are transmitted and all processors states become constants

,

Characterizing performance: complexity notions
How good is a distributed algorithm? How costly to execute?
Complexity notions characterize performance of distributed algorithms
Algorithm completion: an algorithm terminates when only null
messages are transmitted and all processors states become constants
Time complexity: TC(DA, S) is maximum number of rounds required
by execution of DA on S among all allowable initial
states
Space complexity: SC(DA, S) is maximum number of basic memory
units required by a processor executing DA on S among
all processors and all allowable initial states
Communication complexity: CC(DA, S) is maximum number of basic
messages transmitted over the entire network during
execution of DA among all allowable initial states
until termination (basic memory unit, message contains log(n) bits)
,

Quantifying complexity

Asymptotic “order of magnitude” measures. E.g., algorithm has time
complexity of order
1

O(f (n)) if, for all n, for all networks of order n and for all initial
processor values, TC is lower than a constant factor times f (n)

2

Ω(f (n)) if, for all n, ∃ network of order n and initial processor
values such that TC is greater than a constant factor times f (n)

Θ(f (n)) if TC is of order Ω(f (n)) and O(f (n)) at the same time
Similar conventions for space and communication complexity
3

,

Quantifying complexity

Asymptotic “order of magnitude” measures. E.g., algorithm has time
complexity of order
1

O(f (n)) if, for all n, for all networks of order n and for all initial
processor values, TC is lower than a constant factor times f (n)

2

Ω(f (n)) if, for all n, ∃ network of order n and initial processor
values such that TC is greater than a constant factor times f (n)

Θ(f (n)) if TC is of order Ω(f (n)) and O(f (n)) at the same time
Similar conventions for space and communication complexity
3

Numerous variations of complexity definitions are possible
1

“Global” rather than “existential” lower bounds

2

Expected or average complexity notions
Complexity notions for problems, rather than for algorithms

3

,

Leader election by comparison

Le Lann-Chang-Roberts (LCR) algorithm solves leader election on a
ring with complexities
1

time complexity is n
it takes n communication rounds for UID “n” to travel
back to agent n

2

space complexity is 4
u, max-uid, leader, transmit

3

communication complexity is Θ(n2 )
Upper bound is straightforward. Initial condition that
gives rise to lower bound?

,

Beyond leader election

Plenty of problems within distributed algorithms and parallel
processing
Distributed breadth-first and depth-first tree construction,
flooding, consensus, linear algebra, optimization
Asynchronism, processor failures, communication failures
For robotic networks, spatial dimension introduces new problems
mobility means changing interaction topology
physical variables live in continuous spaces
in addition to processing and communication, need to take control
and sensing into account
task and complexity notions have different meanings

,
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Direction agreement and equidistance

Problem (Direction agreement & equidistance)
Assume agents move in circle according to
first-order integrator dynamics. Some move
clockwise, others counterclockwise
Agents talk to other agents within distance r
Network size is unknown to agents

Objective: agree on a common direction of
motion and uniformly deploy over circle

,

The agree-and-pursue algorithm
To solve the direction agreement and equidistance problem, each agent
sets max UID received so far to its own UID
initially transmits its direction of motion and UID to neighbors
at each communication round: listens to messages from other
agents and compares the received UIDS from agents moving
toward its position with its own UID. If max UID is larger than
own UID, resets UID and direction of motion
between communication rounds: moves kprop ∈ (0, 1/2) times
the distance to the immediately next neighbor in chosen direction,
or, if no neighbors, kprop times communication range r

,

The agree-and-pursue algorithm – cont
The agree-and-pursue algorithm solves the direction agreement and
equidistance problem on a circle
all agents agree on a common direction of motion – either
clockwise or counterclockwise
network asymptotically achieves uniform, equally-spaced rotating
configuration
New issues arise when considering robotic networks
As agents move, interconnection topology changes (e.g., network
might be disconnected, and then leader election would not work)
Tasks might not be achieved exactly, but asymptotically (e.g.,
equidistance)
Need to rethink notions of complexity to account for spatial
component
,

Synchronous robotic network

Group of robots with the ability
to exchange messages, perform local
computations, and control motion

Uniform robotic network S consist of a tuple (I, R, E), where
1 I = {1, . . . , n}; I is called the set of unique identifiers (UIDs);
2
3

R = {R[i] }i∈I = {(X, U, X0 , f )}i∈I is a set of mobile robots;
E is a map from X n to the subsets of I × I; this map is called the
communication edge map.

,

A couple of examples
Locally-connected first-order robots in Rd : Sdisk
n points x[1] , . . . , x[n] in Rd , d ≥ 1, obeying ẋ[i] (t) = u[i] (t), with
u[i] ∈ [−umax , umax ]. These are identical robots of the form
(Rd , [−umax , umax ]d , Rd , (0, e1 , . . . , ed ))
Each robot can communicate to other robots within distance r on Rd
Locally-connected first-order robots in S1 : Scircle,disk
n robots θ[1] , . . . , θ[n] in S1 , moving along on the unit circle with
angular velocity equal to the control input. Each robot is described by
(S1 , [−umax , umax ], S1 , (0, e))
(e describes unit-speed counterclockwise rotation). Each robot can
communicate to other robots within distance r along the circle
,
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Proximity graphs model interconnection topology
Proximity graph
graph whose vertex set is a set of distinct points and
whose edge set is a function of the relative locations of the point set
Appear in computational geometry and topology control of wireless
networks
Definition (Proximity graph)
Let X be a d-dimensional space chosen among Rd , Sd , and Rd1 × Sd2 ,
with d1 + d2 = d. Let G(X) be the set of all undirected graphs whose
vertex set is an element of F(X) (finite subsets of X)
A proximity graph G : F(X) → G(X) associates to
P = {p1 , . . . , pn } ⊂ X an undirected graph with vertex set P and edge
set EG (P) ⊆ {(p, q) ∈ P × P | p 6= q}.

,

Examples of proximity graphs
1

2

3

4

the r-disk graph Gdisk (r), for r ∈ R>0 , with (pi , pj ) ∈ EGdisk (r) (P)
if dist(pi , pj ) ≤ r
the Delaunay graph GD , with (pi , pj ) ∈ EGD (P) if
Definition
Vi (P) ∩ Vj (P) 6= ∅
the r-limited Delaunay graph GLD (r), for r ∈ R>0 , with
Definition
(pi , pj ) ∈ EGLD (r) (P) if Vi, r2 (P) ∩ Vj, r2 (P) 6= ∅
given a simple polygon Q in R2 , the visibility graph Gvis,Q , with
(pi , pj ) ∈ EGvis,Q (P) if the closed segment [pi , pj ] from pi to pj is
contained in Q

Gdisk (r)

GD

GLD (r)

Gvis,Q
,

Spatially distributed graphs

When does a proximity graph provide sufficient information to
compute another proximity graph?
E.g., if a node knows position of its neighbors in the complete graph,
then it can compute its neighbors with respect to any proximity graph
Formally, given G1 and G2 ,
G1 is spatially distributed over G2 if, for all p ∈ P,

NG1 ,p (P) = NG1 ,p NG2 ,p (P) ,
that is, any node equipped with the location of its neighbors with
respect to G2 can compute its set of neighbors with respect to G1

,

What does “distributed” mean?

Given a set Y and a proximity graph G, a map T : X n → Y n is
spatially distributed over G if ∃ a map T̃ : X × F(X) → Y such
that for all (p1 , . . . , pn ) ∈ X n and for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n},
Tj (p1 , . . . , pn ) = T̃ (pj , NG,pj (p1 , . . . , pn )),
where Tj denotes the jth-component of T

Equivalently,
the jth component of a spatially distributed map at
(p1 , . . . , pn ) can be computed with the knowledge of the vertex
pj and the neighboring vertices in the undirected graph G(P )

,
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Uniform control and communication law
T = {t` }`∈N0 ⊂ R≥0

2

communication schedule
communication alphabet

3

processor state space

W , with initial allowable W0

4

message-generation function msg : T × X × W × I → L

5

state-transition functions

stf : X × W × Ln → W

6

control function

ctrl : T × X × W × Ln → U

1

L including the null message
[i]

Transmit
and receive

Execution:

discrete-time communication
discrete-time computation
continuous-time motion

Update
processor
state

Move - update physical state

,

The agree-and-pursue algorithm – formally
Alphabet: L = S1 × {c, cc} × I ∪ {null}
Processor State: w = (dir, max-uid), where
dir
∈ {c, cc},
initially:
dir[i] unspecified
max-uid ∈ I,
initially:
max-uid[i] = i for all i
function msg(θ, w, i)
1: return (θ, w)
function stf(w, y)
1: for each non-null message (θrcvd , (dirrcvd , max-uidrcvd )) do
2:
if (max-uidrcvd > max-uid) AND (distcc (θ, θrcvd ) ≤ r AND dirrcvd = c) OR
(distc (θ, θrcvd ) ≤ r AND dirrcvd = cc) then
3:
new-dir := dirrcvd
4:
new-uid := max-uidrcvd
5: return (new-dir, new-uid)
function ctrl(θsmpld , w, y)
1: dtmp := r
2: for each non-null message (θrcvd , (dirrcvd , max-uidrcvd )) do
3:
if (dir = cc) AND (distcc (θsmpld , θrcvd ) < dtmp ) then
4:
dtmp := distcc (θsmpld , θrcvd ) and utmp := kprop dtmp
5:
if (dir = c) AND (distc (θsmpld , θrcvd ) < dtmp ) then
6:
dtmp := distc (θsmpld , θrcvd ) and utmp := −kprop dtmp
7: return utmp

(kprop ∈ (0, 12 ))

,

Evolution of a robotic network – formal definition
[i]

[i]

[i]

Evolution of (S, CC ) from x0 ∈ X0 [i] and w0 ∈ W0 , i ∈ I, is the
collection of curves x[i] : R≥0 → X [i] and w[i] : T → W [i] , i ∈ I


ẋ[i] (t) = f x[i] (t), ctrl[i] t, x[i] (btc), w[i] (btc), y [i] (btc) ,
where btc = max {` ∈ T | ` < t}, and
w[i] (`) = stf[i] (x[i] (`), w[i] (` − 1), y [i] (`)),
[i]

[i]

with x[i] (0) = x0 , and w[i] (−1) = w0 , i ∈ I
Here, y [i] : T → Ln (describing the messages received by processor i)
[i]
has components yj (`), for j ∈ I, given by
[i]
yj (`)

(

msg[j] (x[j] (`), w[j] (` − 1), i), if (j, i) ∈ E x[1] (`), . . . , x[n] (`)
=
null,
otherwise
,
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Coordination tasks
What is a coordination task for a robotic network? When does a
control and communication law achieve a task? And with what time,
space, and communication complexity?
A coordination task for a robotic network S is a map
T : X n × W n → {true, false}
Logic-based: agree, synchronize, form a team, elect a leader
Motion: deploy, gather, flock, reach pattern
Sensor-based: search, estimate, identify, track, map

,

Coordination tasks
What is a coordination task for a robotic network? When does a
control and communication law achieve a task? And with what time,
space, and communication complexity?
A coordination task for a robotic network S is a map
T : X n × W n → {true, false}
Logic-based: agree, synchronize, form a team, elect a leader
Motion: deploy, gather, flock, reach pattern
Sensor-based: search, estimate, identify, track, map
A control and communication law CC achieves the task T if, for all
[i]
[i]
[i]
[i]
initial conditions x0 ∈ X0 and w0 ∈ W0 , i ∈ I, the network
evolution t 7→ (x(t), w(t)) has the property
there exists T ∈ R>0 such that T(x(t), w(t)) = true for t ≥ T
,

Task definitions via temporal logic

Loosely speaking, achieving a task means obtaining and maintaining a
specified pattern in the robot physical or processor state

In other words, the task is achieved if at some time and for all
subsequent times the predicate evaluates to true along system
trajectories

More general tasks based on more expressive predicates on trajectories
can be defined through temporal and propositional logic, e.g.,
periodically visiting a desired set of configurations

,

Direction agreement and equidistance tasks
Direction agreement task Tdir : (S1 )n × W n → {true, false}
(
true,
Tdir (θ, w) =
false,

if dir[1] = · · · = dir[n]
otherwise

,

Direction agreement and equidistance tasks
Direction agreement task Tdir : (S1 )n × W n → {true, false}
(
true,
Tdir (θ, w) =
false,

if dir[1] = · · · = dir[n]
otherwise

For  > 0, equidistance task T-eqdstnc : (S1 )n → {true, false} is
true iff
min distc (θ[i] , θ[j] )
j6=i

− min distcc (θ[i] , θ[j] ) < ,
j6=i

for all i ∈ I

,

Complexity notions for control and communication laws
For network S, task T, and algorithm CC , define costs/complexity
control effort, communication packets, computational cost
Time complexity: maximum number of communication rounds
required to achieve T
Space complexity: maximum number of basic memory units required
by a robot processor among all robots
Communication complexity: maximum number of basic messages
transmitted over entire network
(among all allowable initial physical and
processor states until termination)
basic memory unit/message contain log(n) bits
,

Time complexity – formally
The time complexity to achieve T with CC from
Q
Q
[i]
[i]
(x0 , w0 ) ∈ i∈I X0 × i∈I W0 is
TC(T, CC , x0 , w0 ) = inf {` | T(x(tk ), w(tk )) = true , for all k ≥ `} ,
where t 7→ (x(t), w(t)) is the evolution of (S, CC ) from the initial
condition (x0 , w0 )
The time complexity to achieve T with CC is
n
Y [i] Y [i] o
TC(T, CC ) = sup TC(T, CC , x0 , w0 ) | (x0 , w0 ) ∈
X0 ×
W0 .
i∈I

i∈I

The time complexity of T is
TC(T) = inf {TC(T, CC ) | CC compatible with T}
,

Communication complexity – formally
The set of all non-null messages generated during one communication
round from network state (x, w)
n
o
M(x, w) = (i, j) ∈ E(x) | msg[i] (x[i] , w[i] , j) 6= null .
The mean communication complexity and the total
communication complexity to achieve T with CC from
Q
Q
[i]
[i]
(x0 , w0 ) ∈ i∈I X0 × i∈I W0 are,
MCC(T, CC , x0 , w0 ) =

λ−1
|L|basic X
|M(x(`), w(`))|,
λ
`=0

TCC(T, CC , x0 , w0 ) = |L|basic

λ−1
X

|M(x(`), w(`))|,

`=0

where |L|basic is number of basic messages required to represent
elements of L and λ = TC(CC , T, x0 , w0 )
,

Variations and extensions
Asymptotic results
Complexities in O(f (n)), Ω(f (n)), or Θ(f (n)) as n → ∞
1

Infinite-horizon mean communication complexity: mean
communication complexity to maintain true the task for all times
λ
|L|basic X
|M(x(`), w(`))|
λ→+∞
λ

cc(CC , x0 , w0 ) = lim

`=0

3

Communication complexity in omnidirectional networks:
All neighbors of agent receive the signal it transmits. Makes sense
to count the number of transmissions, i.e., a unit cost per node,
rather than a unit cost per edge of the network
Energy complexity

4

Expected, rather than worst-case notions

2

,
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Time complexity of agree-and-pursue law
Let r : N → ]0, 2π[ be a monotone non-increasing function of number of
agents n – modeling wireless communication congestion
Theorem
In the limit as n → +∞ and  → 0+ , the network Scircle,disk , the law
CC agree & pursue , and the tasks Tagrmnt and T-eqdstnc together satisfy:
−1
1 TC(Tagrmnt , CC agree & pursue ) ∈ Θ(r(n) );
2

if δ(n) = nr(n) − 2π is lower bounded by a positive constant as
n → +∞, then
TC(T-eqdstnc , CC agree & pursue ) ∈ Ω(n2 log(n)−1 ),
TC(T-eqdstnc , CC agree & pursue ) ∈ O(n2 log(n−1 )).
If δ(n) is lower bounded by a negative constant, then
CC agree & pursue does not achieve T-eqdstnc in general.
,

Proof sketch - O bound for Tagrmnt
Claim: TC(Tagrmnt , CC agree & pursue ) ≤ 2π/(kprop r(n))
By contradiction, assume there exists initial condition such that
execution has time complexity larger than 2π/(kprop r(n))
Without loss of generality, dir[n] (0) = c. For ` ≤ 2π/(kprop r(n)), let
k(`) = argmin{distcc (θ[n] (0), θ[i] (`)) | dir[i] (`) = cc, i ∈ I}
Agent k(`) is agent moving counterclockwise that has smallest
counterclockwise distance from the initial position of agent n

,

Proof sketch - O bound for Tagrmnt
Claim: TC(Tagrmnt , CC agree & pursue ) ≤ 2π/(kprop r(n))
By contradiction, assume there exists initial condition such that
execution has time complexity larger than 2π/(kprop r(n))
Without loss of generality, dir[n] (0) = c. For ` ≤ 2π/(kprop r(n)), let
k(`) = argmin{distcc (θ[n] (0), θ[i] (`)) | dir[i] (`) = cc, i ∈ I}
Agent k(`) is agent moving counterclockwise that has smallest
counterclockwise distance from the initial position of agent n
Recall that according to CC agree & pursue
messages with dir = cc can only travel counterclockwise
messages with dir = c can only travel clockwise
Therefore, position of agent k(`) at time ` can only belong to the
counterclockwise interval from the position of agent k(0) at time 0 to
the position of agent n at time 0
,

Proof sketch - O bound for Tagrmnt
How fast the message from agent n travels clockwise?

For ` ≤ 2π/(kprop r(n)), define
j(`) = argmax{distc (θ[n] (0), θ[i] (`)) | prior[i] (`) = n, i ∈ I}
Agent j(`)
has prior equal to n
is moving clockwise
and is the agent furthest from the initial position of agent n in the
clockwise direction with these two properties
Initially, j(0) = n. Additionally, for ` ≤ 2π/(kprop r(n)), we claim
distc (θ[j(`)] (`), θ[j(`+1)] (` + 1)) ≥ kprop r(n)

(1)

,

Proof sketch - O bound for Tagrmnt
TC(Tagrmnt , CC agree & pursue ) ≤ 2π/(kprop r(n))

Claim (1) happens because either (1) there is no agent clockwise-ahead
of θ[j(`)] (`) within clockwise distance r and, therefore, the claim is
obvious, or (2) there are such agents. In case (2), let m denote the
agent whose clockwise distance to agent j(`) is maximal within the set
of agents with clockwise distance r from θ[j(`)] (`).
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Proof sketch - O bound for Tagrmnt
TC(Tagrmnt , CC agree & pursue ) ≤ 2π/(kprop r(n))

Claim (1) happens because either (1) there is no agent clockwise-ahead
of θ[j(`)] (`) within clockwise distance r and, therefore, the claim is
obvious, or (2) there are such agents. In case (2), let m denote the
agent whose clockwise distance to agent j(`) is maximal within the set
of agents with clockwise distance r from θ[j(`)] (`). Then,
distc (θ[j(`)] (`), θ[j(`+1)] (` + 1))
= distc (θ[j(`)] (`), θ[m] (` + 1))
= distc (θ[j(`)] (`), θ[m] (`)) + distc (θ[m] (`), θ[m] (` + 1))

≥ distc (θ[j(`)] (`), θ[m] (`)) + kprop r − distc (θ[j(`)] (`), θ[m] (`))
= kprop r + (1 − kprop ) distc (θ[j(`)] (`), θ[m] (`)) ≥ kprop r
Therefore, after 2π/(kprop r(n)) communication rounds, the message
with prior = n has traveled the whole circle in the clockwise direction,
and must therefore have reached agent k(`)
Contradiction
,

Proof sketch - O bound for T-eqdstnc
Assume Tagrmnt has been achieved and all agents are moving clockwise
At time ` ∈ N0 , let H(`) be the union of all the empty “circular
segments” of length at least r,
H(`) = {x ∈ S1 | min distc (x, θ[i] (`)) + min distcc (x, θ[j] (`)) > r}.
i∈I

j∈I

H(`) does not contain any point between two agents separated by a
distance less than r, and each connected component has length at
least r
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Proof sketch - O bound for T-eqdstnc
Assume Tagrmnt has been achieved and all agents are moving clockwise
At time ` ∈ N0 , let H(`) be the union of all the empty “circular
segments” of length at least r,
H(`) = {x ∈ S1 | min distc (x, θ[i] (`)) + min distcc (x, θ[j] (`)) > r}.
i∈I

j∈I

H(`) does not contain any point between two agents separated by a
distance less than r, and each connected component has length at
least r
Let nH (`) be number of connected components of H(`),
if H(`) is empty, then nH (`) = 0
nH (`) ≤ n
if nH (`) > 0, then t 7→ nH (` + t) is non-increasing

,

Proof sketch- O bound for T-eqdstnc
Number of connected components is strictly decreasing

Claim: if nH (`) > 0, then ∃t > ` such that nH (t) < nH (`)

By contradiction, assume nH (`) = nH (t) for all t > `. Without loss of
generality, let {1, . . . , m} be a set of agents with the properties

distcc θ[i] (`), θ[i+1] (`) ≤ r, for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}
θ[1] (`) and θ[m] (`) belong to the boundary of H(`)
there is no other set with the same properties and more agents

,

Proof sketch- O bound for T-eqdstnc
Number of connected components is strictly decreasing

Claim: if nH (`) > 0, then ∃t > ` such that nH (t) < nH (`)

By contradiction, assume nH (`) = nH (t) for all t > `. Without loss of
generality, let {1, . . . , m} be a set of agents with the properties

distcc θ[i] (`), θ[i+1] (`) ≤ r, for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}
θ[1] (`) and θ[m] (`) belong to the boundary of H(`)
there is no other set with the same properties and more agents
One can show that, for τ ≥ ` and i ∈ {2, . . . , m}
θ[1] (τ + 1) = θ[1] (τ ) − kprop r
θ[i] (τ + 1) = θ[i] (τ ) − kprop distc (θ[i] (τ ), θ[i−1] (τ ))

,

Tridiagonal and circulant linear dynamical systems
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Linear dynamical systems
y(` + 1) = Ay(`),

` ∈ N0

Rates of convergence to set of equilibria can be characterized –
carefully look at eigenvalues. Statements of the form
if a ≥ 0, c ≥ 0, b > 0, and a + b + c = 1, then lim`→+∞ y(`) = yave 1,
where yave = n1 1T y0 , and maximum time required (over all initial
`
´
conditions y0 ∈ Rn ) for ky(`) − yave 1k2 ≤ ky0 − yave 1k2 is Θ n2 log −1
,

Proof sketch- O bound for T-eqdstnc
Contradiction argument


For d(τ ) = distcc (θ[1] (τ ), θ[2] (τ )), . . . , distcc (θ[m−1] (τ ), θ[m] (τ )) ,
d(τ + 1) = Tridm−1 (kprop , 1 − kprop , 0) d(τ ) + r[kprop , 0, · · · , 0]T

Unique equilibrium point is r(1, . . . , 1). For η1 ∈ ]0, 1[, τ 7→ d(τ )
reaches ball of radius η1 centered at equilibrium in O(m log m + log η1−1 )
Pm
This implies that τ 7→ i=1 di (τ ) is larger than (m − 1)(r − η1 ) in time
O(m log m + log η1−1 ) = O(n log n + log η1−1 ). After this time,
nH (`)

2π ≥ nH (`)r +

X

(r − η1 )(mj − 1)

j=1

= nH (`)r + (n − nH (`))(r − η1 ) = nH (`)η1 + n(r − η1 )

,

Proof sketch- O bound for T-eqdstnc
Take η1 = (nr − 2π)n−1 = δ(n)n−1 , and the contradiction follows from
2π ≥ nH (`)η1 + nr − nη1
= nH (`)η1 + nr + 2π − nr = nH (`)η1 + 2π
Therefore nH (`) decreases by one in time O(n log n)

,

Proof sketch- O bound for T-eqdstnc
Take η1 = (nr − 2π)n−1 = δ(n)n−1 , and the contradiction follows from
2π ≥ nH (`)η1 + nr − nη1
= nH (`)η1 + nr + 2π − nr = nH (`)η1 + 2π
Therefore nH (`) decreases by one in time O(n log n)
Iterating this argument n times, in time O(n2 log n) the set H becomes
empty. At that time, resulting network obeys
d(τ + 1) = Circn (kprop , 1 − kprop , 0) d(τ )

In time O n2 log −1 , the error 2-norm satisfies the contraction
inequality kd(τ ) − d∗ 2 ≤ kd(0) − d∗ k2 , for d∗ = 2π
n 1
The conversion of this inequality into an appropriate inequality on
∞-norms yields the result
,

Communication complexity of agree-and-pursue law
Theorem
In the limit as n → +∞ and  → 0+ , the network Scircle,disk , the law
CC agree & pursue , and the tasks Tagrmnt and T-eqdstnc together satisfy:
1

if δ(n) ≥ π(1/kprop − 2) as n → +∞, then
TCCunidir (Tagrmnt , CC agree & pursue ) ∈ Θ(n2 r(n)−1 ),
otherwise if δ(n) ≤ π(1/kprop − 2) as n → +∞, then
TCCunidir (Tagrmnt , CC agree & pursue ) ∈ Ω(n3 + nr(n)−1 ),
TCCunidir (Tagrmnt , CC agree & pursue ) ∈ O(n2 r(n)−1 );

2

if δ(n) is lower bounded by a positive constant as n → +∞, then
TCCunidir (T-eqdstnc , CC agree & pursue ) ∈ Ω(n3 δ(n) log(n)−1 ),
TCCunidir (T-eqdstnc , CC agree & pursue )∈ O(n4 log(n−1 )).
,

Comparison with leader election
Leader election task is different from, but closely related
to, Tagrmnt
LCR algorithm operates on a static ring network, and achieves
leader election with time and total communication complexity,
respectively, Θ(n) and Θ(n2 )
Agree-and-pursue law operates on robotic network with
r(n)-disk communication topology, and achieves Tagrmnt with time
and total communication complexity, respectively, Θ(r(n)−1 ) and
O(n2 r(n)−1 )
If wireless communication congestion is modeled by r(n) of order 1/n,
then identical time complexity and the LCR algorithm has better
communication complexity
Computations on a possibly disconnected, dynamic network are more
complex than on a static ring topology
,

Conclusions
Robotic network model
proximity graphs
control and communication law, task, execution
time, space, and communication complexity
agree and pursue
Complexity analysis is challenging even in 1 dimension! Blend of
mathematical tools required
Plenty of open issues and problems
Asynchronism, quantization, delays
What is best algorithm to achieve a task?
What tools are useful to characterize complexity?
How does combination of algorithms affect complexities?
,
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Voronoi partitions
Let (p1 , . . . , pn ) ∈ Qn denote the positions of n points
The Voronoi partition V(P ) = {V1 , . . . , Vn } generated by (p1 , . . . , pn )
Vi = {q ∈ Q| kq − pi k ≤ kq − pj k , ∀j 6= i}
= Q ∩j HP(pi , pj )

3 generators

where HP(pi , pj ) is half plane (pi , pj )

5 generators

50 generators
Return
,

Range-limited Voronoi graph computation
Let (p1 , . . . , pn ) ∈ Qn denote the positions of n points
The r-limited Voronoi partition Vr (P ) =
{V1,r , . . . , Vn,r } generated by (p1 , . . . , pn )
Vi,r (P) = Vi (P) ∩ B(pi , r),

i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

GLD (r) is spatially distributed
over Gdisk (r)

Return

,

